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The Third Side: There are two sides: Republican or Democrat. Right or 
wrong. Black or white. Evil or holy. Good or bad. Because, “you are either for 
us or against us,” right?

Wrong. What if we owned the truth that there is a third side? That there is 
room in a ‘radical’ middle of nuance where we don’t need to be polarized by 
our opinions?

What can What can you do to live on the third side? 
• Search for understanding + opportunities to listen, instead of for “gotcha 
moments” to prove someone wrong / yourself right.

• Put the basic humanity of others first. Making that the priority will allow 
you to more easily stay open, listen + dialogue; instead of holding so tightly
to proving your side.

• Realize that through social media + following your favorite news outlets, 
yyou are living in an echo chamber of YOUR beliefs; you are served only what 
you are want to hear. Your beliefs, politics, religion. Search out points of views 
other than yours to better understand.

• Actively break away from the broken “there are only two-sides” 
framework we are often blinded by. 

Journal reflections:
How does feeling heard +loved disarm you? How could you listen + love in 
such a wsuch a way, that you can engage in conversations with those who see the 
world differently than you? To better understand them; better share your 
experience? (So you can move towards the middle, together...)

Who has modeled this well for you? How would modeling for your children,
peers, neighbors feel? How could it change the world, beginning with your own?

Reflect on this quote by Thomas Merton: “We are already one. But we imagine 

that we are not. And what we have to recover is our original unity.”


